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This commentary calls attention to a topic neglected in the scholarly reception of

Habermas’s work—the concept of communication relief. In his recent public sphere the-

ory, he classifies different media forms that are necessary for coordinating different

types of social action. He identifies three such media forms: linguistic agreement, steer-

ing media, and generalized communication. Although communication scholars

acknowledge his ideas on linguistic agreement, they have overlooked those on steering

media and generalized communication. Accordingly, this analysis focuses more on the

latter two media forms, which fall under the broader concept of relief mechanisms.

Extending the media theories of Talcott Parsons, Habermas identifies four types of relief

mechanisms: money, power, influence, and value commitment. Money and power per-

form steering media functions that promote efficiency. Influence and value commitment

perform generalized communication functions that promote not only efficiency but also

understanding. Implications for normative theories of mass-mediated democratic com-

munication are discussed.
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Although communication scholars acknowledge the importance of Jürgen Habermas’s

public sphere theory, few have fully commented on its institutional and sociological
dimensions. Instead, they focus almost exclusively on his normative arguments about

the rational ideals that should inform democratic discourse. But this narrow reading
has led many who are not familiar with his work to dismiss him as an idealist and to

overlook recent developments in his theory. The social theorist Alexander (2006), for
example, claims that Habermas has ‘‘lost his sociology’’ in his late turn toward dis-
course theory and communication ethics (p. 15). But, in fact, the exact opposite is true

of works like The Theory of Communicative Action (1984, 1981/1987b), Between Facts
and Norms (1992/1996), and his recent International Communication Association

plenary lecture ‘‘Political Communication in Media Society’’ (2006).
Much more extensively than The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere

(1962/1989), these later texts attempt to translate communicative ideals into socio-
logical functions and phenomena. Habermas repeatedly emphasizes the public
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sphere’s macrosocial function of warning actors in the political system about public
problems they need to solve. Under ideal conditions of democratic communication,

people’s understandings about political solutions arise from civil society, get filtered
through the public sphere, and eventually reach the political system as ‘‘considered’’

public opinions. In a properly functioning democracy with a mobilized public
sphere, these opinions will influence political actors’ policy decisions (1992/1996,
p. 379, 2006, p. 413). Usually, though, the public sphere has little influence on the

state because civil society has to compete for policymakers’ attention with the more
powerful rivals of ‘‘functional systems’’ like the economy, energy, medicine, trans-

portation, and so on. This macrosocial competition for political influence sets up
a conflict between flows of communication that promote understanding versus those

that promote bureaucratic and functional efficiency. The early Habermas of Struc-
tural Transformation tended to characterize political and economic power as threats

to civil society ideals of solidarity and mutual understanding. But his recent theories
adopt a less pessimistic perspective (see 1992, p. 457). Rather than characterizing
money and power as one-dimensional ‘‘colonizing’’ forces, he has attempted to

describe conditions in which understanding and efficiency can and often must work
hand in hand.

Recognizing the normative ambivalence of money and power, Habermas has
refined his public sphere theory’s sociological components. He accounts for situa-

tions in which political and economic efficiency either bypass or condense mutual
understanding without negative social consequences. His famous theses on the

‘‘refeudalization of the public sphere’’ (1962/1989) and the ‘‘colonization of the
lifeworld’’ (1981/1984, 1981/1987b) warn about pathological social situations in

which efficiency interferes with people’s efforts to understand one another. But in
his recent work, an overlooked complementary theme is his recognition of the need
for communication relief. At the interpersonal level, communication relief occurs

when people are freed from the exacting demands and obligations of linguistically
achieved agreement. At the systemic level, communication relief takes two forms—

‘‘steering media’’ that promote administrative, economic, and functional efficiency
and ‘‘generalized communications’’ that condense the procedures normally required

for achieving agreement.
Habermas maps these communication forms onto a broad typology of motiva-

tions, action types, and macrosocial system environments. On one hand, he asso-
ciates empirically motivated ties with communication forms that promote efficiency
in political bureaucracies, economic markets, and other functional systems. On the

other hand, he associates rationally motivated trust and agreement with communi-
cation forms that promote mutual understanding (1981/1987b, pp. 182, 280, 1981/

1987b). From a macrosocial standpoint, he links empirical motivations with the
workings of political and economic power, and he links rational motivations with

a solidaristic ‘‘communicative’’ power. Along with public opinion, this communi-
cative power is one of the public sphere’s outputs, and it represents citizens’ accep-

tance of state power. This acceptance itself constitutes the social foundation of
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democratic legitimacy. Habermas locates communicative power in civil society’s
interpersonal relations and networks, and he argues that it must originate in linguis-

tically mediated mutual understanding and agreement.
But the communicative action necessary for achieving these goals frequently

proves difficult. To minimize this difficulty, complex societies develop mechanisms
of coordination that relieve people from communicative action’s burdens, expect-
ations, and responsibilities. In routine situations and unproblematic administrative

and functional processes, efficiency is often a more important goal than communi-
catively achieved understanding. When situations call for efficiency, some media are

more effective than others at coordinating either political power or social power.
By the concept of ‘‘medium,’’ Habermas means something broader than technolog-

ical communication media such as television, newspapers, radio, and the Internet.
Instead, he follows Parsons (1963a) and Luhmann (1984/1995) in conceiving media

as symbolically generalized means for coordinating action at high levels of social
complexity. Updating Parsons differently from Luhmann, Habermas explicates three
basic media forms: linguistic agreement, steering media, and generalized communi-

cations. Although his theories of linguistic agreement have been widely influential,
his theories of the latter two ‘‘relief mechanisms’’ have received only sparse attention

(Bohman, 1994, 1996; Cohen & Arato, 1992; Peters, 1993; Splichal, 1999). Accord-
ingly, this commentary will focus on these relief mechanisms, and it will sum up

Habermas’s ideas on how they facilitate both the social integration of civil society
and the systemic integration of the state, the economy, and other functional systems.

Discourse, linguistic agreement, and communication relief

Habermas’s (1981/1984, 1981/1987b) theory of communicative action assumes that
people can achieve mutual understanding only through rational and explicit com-

munication. He refers to this special type of communication as discourse (Diskurs).
People engage in discourse whenever they demand reasons and evidence from one

another in order to justify contestable claims. The goal of discourse is linguistic
agreement (sprachliche Verständigung).1 Although Habermas stresses the importance

of discourse and linguistic agreement, he also recognizes that they are demanding
processes and that they always come with risks. He points out two potentially harm-

ful types of risk—failure and misunderstanding (see 1981/1987b, p. 127, 1985/1987a,
pp. 344–345). Communication failures might occur when discourses such as discus-
sion and debate end up blocking or confounding social action rather than coordi-

nating it. Similarly, misunderstanding might occur when communication aggravates
disagreements and foments additional conflicts. Because communication aimed at

agreement always comes with these risks, other forms of communication can prove
more efficient at coordinating social action. In such cases, what facilitates this coor-

dination is communication relief.
Communication relief usually takes routinized forms. When discourses regularly

recur in well-defined contexts, they evolve into routines and eventually institutions.
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Once formed, routines and institutions relieve people from ‘‘the considerable moti-
vational and cognitive burdens that every presupposition-laden cooperative quest for

the truth imposes when it is pursued in an ad hoc fashion in the form of unregulated,
spontaneous argumentation’’ (Habermas, 1994, p. 56). In other words, argumenta-

tive discourse demands a lot of time and effort, and people typically lack the incli-
nation or the capacity to engage in it (see Schudson, 1997). Because discourse is
demanding and widespread inefficiency is undesirable, routinized communication

tends to predominate in complex social systems. As a result, instances of commu-
nicative action are relatively sparse ‘‘islands in the sea of everyday practice’’

(Habermas, 1994, p. 56). Communicative action is most noticeable when it takes
place in respectful interpersonal dialogues. It can of course also take place, albeit with

less frequency, in public debates. But Habermas recognizes that communicative
action usually gets condensed into routines. To account for this social fact, he

identifies circumstances in which relieving people from the burdens of communi-
cative action is both necessary and desirable.

Relief mechanism I: Steering media

Relief mechanisms allow people to sidestep the risks and burdens of communicative
action. Following Parsons (1963a, 1963b), Habermas calls the first kind of relief

mechanism steering media (Steuerungsmedien). Their function is to ‘‘replace mutual
understanding in language as a mechanism of coordination in certain well-defined

contexts’’ (1981/1987b, p. 262). By replacing understanding, steering media can
facilitate cooperative social action in situations where achieving linguistic agreement

would be either unnecessary or excessively burdensome. In other words, they help
people avoid unwanted situations of spontaneous and unregulated argument.
As a result, they can ‘‘spare us the costs of dissensus because they uncouple the

coordination of action from consensus formation in language and neutralize it
against the alternatives of achieved versus failed agreement’’ (1981/1987b, p. 263).

Briefly put, steering media can prevent discourse from blocking action.
Steering media come in two primary forms—money (Geld) and power (Macht).

Once a society reaches a certain stage of complexity, money and power become
necessary mechanisms for promoting efficiency and preventing a ‘‘breakdown in

mutual understanding’’ (1981/1987b, pp. 261–262). They enable what Parsons and
Habermas call ‘‘functional’’ or ‘‘systemic’’ integration. Systemic integration differs
from the ‘‘social’’ integration that communicative action coordinates: ‘‘Modern

societies are integrated not only socially through values, norms, and mutual under-
standing, but also systemically through markets and the administrative use of power’’

(1992/1996, p. 39). Systemic integration allows people to coordinate complex social
actions without interference from their diverse and possibly conflicting personal

thoughts, dispositions, and decisions. When people do not constantly haggle over
prices or question the authority of laws and officeholders, economic and political

actions can proceed relatively efficiently.
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Habermas of course still believes that people have the right and the duty to block
unjust or socially undesirable economic and political actions. But because he

acknowledges conditions in which people prefer efficiency over understanding, his
recent work is more ambivalent than Structural Transformation. In particular, it is

ambivalent about the power dynamics among the state, the economy, and civil
society. Starting with The Theory of Communicative Action, where he first developed
the ‘‘colonization of the lifeworld’’ thesis, Habermas has increasingly acknowledged

that political and functional systems do not always work against the values and
norms that socially integrate civil society. Even though these systems are governed

by efficiency, their steering media can sometimes serve aims of mutual understand-
ing: ‘‘The institutions that anchor steering mechanisms such as power and money in

the lifeworld could serve as a channel either for the influence of the lifeworld on
formally organized domains of action, or, conversely, for the influence of the system

on communicatively structured contexts of action’’ (1981/1987b, p. 185). In other
words, although steering media can promote the interests of the state, the economy,
and other functional systems, they can also promote the values of civil society.

Classic cases of the latter would be political maneuverings in the service of a broad
public good or monetary donations to charitable causes. As these common cases

show, even though steering media such as money and power work according to
a strategic logic, they can often be put to communicative use. Accordingly, contrary

to a common misreading, Habermas does not argue that political and economic
systems always overpower and therefore unidirectionally colonize the lifeworld.

Instead, he notes that there is no ‘‘linear dependency in one direction or the other’’
(1981/1987b, p. 185).

In their capacity as steering media, money and power coordinate action by
bypassing communication processes and their underlying value commitments.
‘‘Bypassing’’ communication means that steering media need not incorporate the

norms, values, and reasons through which social integration occurs (1981/1987b,
p. 281). Instead, steering media ‘‘have empirically motivating power and can replace

rational motivation through reasons’’ (1981/1987b, p. 272). By classifying steering
media as empirically motivating, Habermas indicates that they symbolically convey

either inducements to act or sanctions against acting. Again following Parsons
(1969), he defines sanctions as ‘‘a class of actions that ego threatens for the sake of

their impact’’ (1981/1987b, p. 279). Positive sanctions such as rewards would count
as inducements to act, whereas negative sanctions against acting would consist of
such things as threats, social pressures to conform, and punishments.

In addition to symbolically conveying rewards and punishments, steering media
can work hand in hand with communicative action processes. However, they need

not always do so. By raising this qualification, Habermas distinguishes the workings
of money and power from those of generalized communications. In contrast to

steering media, generalized communications are more strongly anchored in mutual
understanding and linguistic agreement. Compared to generalized communications,

steering media have different ‘‘reserve backings.’’ Money is backed by reserves such as
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gold or land, and power is backed by ‘‘means of enforcement’’ such as strength, rank,
and weapons (1981/1987b, p. 272). Unlike those empirical backings, the reserve

backings of generalized communications are ‘‘rational’’ goods such as understand-
ing, agreement, and their condensed form of trust.

Because steering media do not require these rational backings, they can relieve
people of the interactive responsibilities that Habermas associates with ‘‘communi-
cative freedom.’’ Communicative freedom refers to an attitude toward other parti-

cipants in discourse that carries certain obligations (see 1992/1996, pp. 119–120,
127). Two of these are essential: first, the speaker’s obligation to justify validity claims

when asked to do so; second, the listener’s obligation to acknowledge a claim as
potentially valid. But because steering media bypass linguistic agreement, they nullify

these obligations.
Instead, steering media orient people toward power claims rather than validity

claims. Power claims differ from the validity claims essential to communicative
action because they have a motivational logic that sidesteps feelings of responsibility:
‘‘When we say that an affirmative response to a criticizable validity claim—for ex-

ample, concurring with an assertion or recommendation—is elicited by sanctions, by
rewards or punishments, this description renders the affirmative response in cate-

gories under which the actor himself could not have taken his ‘yes’ seriously’’ (1981/
1987b, p. 279). Habermas here notes that if an actor accepts a claim for reasons

external to linguistic agreement, this does not necessarily mean that the actor is
wrong or self-deceived. The concept of steering media therefore enables Habermas

to account for claims and motivations that arise from sources other than mutual
understanding: ‘‘What backs power claims is the disposition over means of enforce-

ment that can be used to threaten sanctions or to apply direct force’’ (1981/1987b,
p. 268). Power claims are a special type of communication, and they need not be
conveyed through such speech acts as informing, explaining, criticizing, encourag-

ing, or admonishing (1981/1987b, pp. 274–278). For example, I might pay an exor-
bitant price for gasoline or obey a law that I believe is frivolous, even though I do not

accept the legitimacy of these power claims. But in either case, I comply because
refusing to do so would lead to hassles I would prefer not to deal with or because I do

not want to risk punishment for interrupting a socially accepted routine. What is at
stake in accepting power claims is not mutual understanding or rational consensus

but rather calculations about rewards and punishments.
From a normative perspective, Habermas is thoroughly ambivalent about steer-

ing media’s capacities to relieve communication. On the positive side, he notes their

ability to coordinate wide-reaching and relatively efficient processes of system inte-
gration: ‘‘Delinguistified media of communication such as money and power, con-

nect up interactions in space and time into more and more complex networks that
no one has to comprehend or be responsible for’’ (1981/1987b, p. 184). But on the

negative side, steering media also allow the people embedded in these networks to
disregard communicative responsibilities. Although Habermas recognizes that peo-

ple occasionally need relief from these responsibilities, he argues that power claims
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alone cannot adequately coordinate situations in which mutual understanding is the

primary goal.
This ambivalence warrants attention because several commentators have mis-

takenly associated Habermas with a prescriptive and rigidly dualistic view of action.
Generally, they argue that, even in his later work, he always privileges motivations

internal to communication over those external to it (Alexander, 2006; Crossley, 2004;
Pellizzoni, 2001). Alexander (2006), for example, puts Habermas in a social theo-

retical tradition in which ‘‘economic and political worlds are conceived as ‘systems,’
as inherently uncivil, as colonizers of the lifeworld and destroyers of solidarity, which

is doomed because it is vulnerable to spheres of a stronger, more material kind’’
(p. 194). But in identifying the relieving capacities of money and power, Habermas
highlights the socially beneficial coordination functions that economic and political

systems can in fact carry out. He recognizes that people often either need or want
to pursue strictly empirical motivations for accepting power claims and that no

one could or should be expected to fulfill the demands of communicative action
in every possible situation.

Within any number of situations, empirical reasons are perfectly legitimate
means for coordinating complex social actions. Steering media that coordinate

action via empirical motivations can serve ‘‘as a conditioning of decisions in
expanded fields of contingency.’’ Following Luhmann (1975/1979), Habermas
(1981/1987b) calls this conditioning ‘‘technicizing’’ or ‘‘mediatizing’’ the lifeworld

Table 1 Habermas’ Typology of Communication Forms

Action Features

Action Type

Discursive

Communicative

Action

Decontextualized

Communicative

Action

Complex

Strategic Action

Media form Linguistic agreement Generalized

communication

Steering media

Relevant

motivation

Rational mutual

understanding

(explicit)

Efficiency and mutual

understanding

(implicit)

Efficiency and

empirical

interests (rewards

and punishments)

Type of

communication

Rational debate

and discussion about

validity claims

(truth, rightness,

and sincerity)

I. Influence on

cognitive beliefs

I. Money

II. Value

commitment to

moral appeals

II. Administrative

power

Type of

integration

Social consensus (explicit

understanding via

validity claims)

Systemic mediatization

(condensed

understanding)

Systemic

technicization

(bypassed

understanding)
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(pp. 263, 277, 281). When communicative action is unnecessary, mediatization
occurs as the positive counterpart to colonization. For example, in situations of

economic competition, legal compliance, and political rule, mutual understanding
might be a less desirable goal than earning profits, avoiding punishment, and acquir-

ing power. Such goals derive from empirical motivations rather than from rational
agreement or trust. Also, steering media facilitate people’s pursuit of these goals
because ‘‘they encode a purposive-rational attitude toward calculable amounts of

value and make it possible to exert generalized, strategic influence on the decisions of
other participants while bypassing processes of consensus-oriented communication’’

(1981/1987b, pp. 183, 280–281). In contrast to steering media, the second type of
relief mechanism does not bypass communication, and it is backed by reserves that

are communicative rather than empirical in nature.

Relief mechanism II: Generalized communications

Habermas calls the second type of relief mechanism generalized forms of communi-

cation (generalisierte Formen der Kommunikation). These bear affinities with steering
media insofar as they help reduce the energies and expenditures necessary for lin-

guistic agreement. With respect to systemic action coordination, they help promote
efficiency. But they differ from steering media in that they are not tied to power

claims and empirically motivated action (see Table 1). Instead, generalized commu-
nications are distantly tied to validity claims and rationally motivated action. Hab-

ermas (1981/1987b) develops this distinction by referring to his tripartite schema of
the lifeworld, the cultural reservoir that supplies people’s background understand-

ings about truth, rightness, and sincerity: ‘‘Media of this kind cannot uncouple
interaction from the lifeworld context of shared cultural knowledge, valid norms,
and accountable motivations, because they have to make use of the resources of

consensus formation in language’’ (p. 183). In other words, unlike steering media,
generalized communications do not allow people to abandon the responsibilities of

communicative action altogether. But this distinction also has a complicating cor-
ollary. Although mutual understanding grounded in validity claims is a nonmanipu-

lable good, people can nevertheless put it to manipulative use (1981/1987b, p. 275).
For example, under conditions of deception, error, and misplaced trust, generalized

communications might temporarily work at cross purposes to communicative
action. But once people recognize these misuses, they can direct generalized com-
munications back toward the aims of communicative action. Instead of bypassing

linguistic agreement through empirical rewards and sanctions, generalized commu-
nications condense, decontextualize, and focus agreement in such a way that it retains

legitimacy. But they do so without subjecting people to the risks and expenses that
accompany discourse and communicative action.

Associating generalized communications with the concept of legitimacy implies
that they must ultimately be backed by the reasons, evidence, warrants, and justifi-

cations that linguistic agreement requires. Habermas stresses that these rational
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reserve backings differ in kind from steering media reserves of gold and weapons.
Because their reserve backings are ultimately rational, generalized communications

relieve the obligations of linguistic agreement only ‘‘in the first instance.’’ Despite the
temporary relief they provide, they also broaden and disseminate obligations of

communicative action. The most significant means for achieving these functions is
mass communication technology. The mass media ‘‘make possible the formation of
public spheres, that is, they see to it that even concentrated networks of communi-

cation are connected up to the cultural tradition and, in the last instance, remain
dependent on the actions of responsible actors’’ (1981/1987b, p. 185). But because

the mass media also provide communication relief, thereby uncoupling communi-
cation from responsibility, they facilitate public sphere agreement only in a con-

densed and decontextualized form.
Like steering media, generalized communications come in two primary forms—

influence (Einfluß) and value commitment (Wertbindung). In adopting this fourfold
media schema from Parsons, Habermas refines it by emphasizing qualitative differ-
ences between the two types of relief mechanisms. Generalized communications

must remain tied to both language and norms, and their reserve backings are ratio-
nal: ‘‘The real values and reserve backings (security bases) of influence and value

commitment have no underlying empirically motivating power’’ (1981/1987b,
p. 276). Instead, generalized communications rely on the mutual understanding that

people achieve only through linguistic agreement. Specifically, this agreement would
consist of either cognitive validity claims about states of affairs or normative validity

claims about the rightness of actions.2 But in generalized communication, cognitive
validity claims take the condensed form of authoritative statements from reputable

experts who wield influence. By contrast, normative validity claims take the form of
moral appeals from opinion leaders who can inspire value commitment. The reserves
that back generalized communications are therefore ultimately the same rational

ones as those that back linguistic agreement—that is, ‘‘the potential reasons with
which ego could, if necessary, defend his validity claim against alter’s criticisms’’

(1981/1987b, p. 276). We can sum up these distinctions as follows. On one hand,
when people interact through steering media, they orient themselves toward one

another’s relative power to issue rewards and punishments. On the other hand, when
people interact through generalized communications, they orient themselves toward

one another’s inferred ability to provide legitimate reasons for believing or doing
something.

Paradigmatic instances of influence include persuading, giving advice, and sup-

plying people with reasons for their own convictions. Influence differs from actual
discourse because it entails an asymmetric relation between speaker and listener.

In mass-mediated communication, for example, influence need not take place
through dialogue. The asymmetry of this ‘‘mediated quasi-interaction’’ (Thompson,

1995) relieves both speaker and listener from the justificatory obligations required in
communicative action. Consider the example of scientific reputation facilitating

laypeople’s willingness to accept researchers’ cognitive validity claims. Laypeople
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need to trust medical experts’ recommendations about health for the obvious reason
that we cannot all become experts ourselves: ‘‘Influential persons and institutions

meet with a willingness in their audience to take advice. The utterances of the
influential are not authorized by an official position, but they function as authori-

tative in virtue of a persuasive power that is manifested in the communicative
achievement of consensus’’ (1981/1987b, p. 273). Habermas equates influence not
only with ‘‘reputation’’ but also with ‘‘prestige.’’ Prestige allows influential people to

affect others’ beliefs without upholding the rigorous requirements of discourse:
‘‘Persons and institutions can have a kind of prestige that enables them to exert

influence on the convictions of others, even on collective opinion formation, by their
statements—without giving detailed reasons [or] demonstrating competence’’

(1981/1987b, p. 273). Because of influential people’s professional reputation or be-
cause of the prestige and status conferred on them by institutions such as universi-

ties, political offices, and even the entertainment industry, the lay public is willing to
take their validity claims on trust: ‘‘Influence feeds on the resource of mutual under-
standing, but it is based on advancing trust in beliefs that are not currently tested’’

(1992/1996, p. 363). Through this trust, laypeople relieve themselves of the burden to
carry out their own investigations about the truth of cognitive validity claims.

As for value commitment, it typically occurs when opinion leaders either make
moral appeals or supply their audiences with justifications for honoring obligations.

Supported by institutions such as churches, the legal system, and public interest
groups, moral leaders can ‘‘evoke in others a willingness to accept concrete obliga-

tions by their moral appeals, without giving detailed reasons or demonstrating
legitimacy’’ (1981/1987b, p. 273). People fall back on this trust in moral leaders

when they want relief from the interpretive labors and risks of disagreement that
accompany discourse about normative validity claims.

These considerations provide the theoretical background for the more positive

assessment of the mass media that informs Habermas’s (1992, 1992/1996, 2006)
recent work. One beneficial function of the mass media that he acknowledges is

their capacity to generalize and disseminate trust. To become generalized, both
scientific reputation and moral leadership rely on ‘‘technologies of communication

that free speech acts from spatiotemporal contextual restrictions and make them
available for multiple contexts’’ (1981/1987b, p. 281). Habermas has consistently

argued that mass-mediated communication lacks several important cognitive,
normative, and interactive features essential to communicative action. But he has
increasingly acknowledged mass communication technologies’ ability to spread and

facilitate public deliberation processes: ‘‘Neither the abstract character of a public
sphere that detaches opinions from decisions nor the asymmetric actor-audience

relation on the virtual stage of mediated communication are dissonant features per
se, in other words, factors that would deny the applicability of the model of delib-

erative politics’’ (2006, p. 415). But despite this more positive view, he remains
cautiously skeptical about the mass media’s actual ability to promote communica-

tively achieved consensus.
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Perhaps as a result of his encounters with the systems theories of Parsons (1969)
and Luhmann (Habermas & Luhmann, 1971; Luhmann, 1984/1995), Habermas no

longer sees the relation between mass-mediated systemic interests and civil society
understandings as one of either stark conflict or hegemony. Some commentators

continue to read him this way (Alexander, 2006; Goode, 2005; Hauser, 2007; Thomp-
son, 1995). But they tend to overlook his accounts of how the media’s abstracting and
generalizing abilities can help regulate social as well as systemic integration. In other

words, the mass media’s capacities for relieving communication and promoting effi-
ciency do not always override and colonize the public sphere’s functions of promoting

understanding. To the contrary, Habermas (1992/1996) stresses that generalized com-
munication is a crucial aid to social integration in modern societies: ‘‘The more the

audience is widened through mass communications, the more inclusive and the more
abstract in form it becomes’’ (p. 374). He even claims that leaving the mass media’s

abstracting and condensing abilities out of a normative theory of democracy would
render it unrealistic: ‘‘If there still is to be a realistic application of the idea of the
sovereignty of the people to highly complex societies, it must be uncoupled from the

concrete understanding of its embodiment in physically present, participating, and
jointly deciding members of a collectivity’’ (1992, p. 451). These considerations should

put to rest the tradition of reading Habermas’s public sphere theory as a nostalgic,
quasi-Deweyan communicative ideal of co-present dialogue, or as Dewey (1927/1988)

puts it, ‘‘personal intercourse in the local community’’ (p. 371). But these consider-
ations also raise broader normative questions for theories of deliberative democracy.

Conclusions

In Habermas’s (1981/1987b, 1985/1987a, 1992/1996, 2006) account of communica-
tion relief, deliberation theorists who stress the epistemic and normative qualities of

public sphere discourse might find cause for concern (see Bohman & Rehg, 1997).
One reason why is that influence and value commitment can solidify into habits of

thought and conduct that are undesirable for democratic deliberation. When people
simply trust in others’ cognitive and moral authority, they relinquish the responsi-

bilities of rational discourse. As a result, Habermas suggests, they become easy dupes
for people who know how to manipulate generalized communication and its short-

term capacity to promote trust. Such refusals of responsibility lead to the depress-
ingly familiar successes of political and religious demagogues, or even the influence
of quack health professionals, cult leaders, deceptive salespeople, and similar kinds of

pathologically strategic actors.
But Habermas fully recognizes these potentials for public communication to

become pervasively misused and distorted. Ever since Structural Transformation,
for example, he has raised alarms about the attitudes of privatism and political

quietism that the mass media’s asymmetric actor–audience relation cultivates
(1962/1989, pp. 159–175). He worries about media forms and social arrangements

that allow citizens too much relief from communicative action, particularly when that
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relief takes the form of ‘‘civic’’ privatism (staatsbürgerliche Privatismus).3 Civic pri-
vatism ‘‘denotes an interest in the steering and maintenance [Versorgung] perform-

ances of the administrative system but little participation in the legitimizing
process,’’ and it ‘‘corresponds to the structures of a depoliticized public realm’’

(Habermas, 1973/1975, p. 75). It comprises the passive attitudes of people who
may pay attention to political actions and policies but who do not bother to publicly
express their approval or disapproval. In McCarthy’s (1978) succinct phrase, civic

privatism amounts to ‘‘political abstinence’’ (p. 374).
As with the colonization of the lifeworld, the danger of widespread privatism

comes when citizens allow the state and the economy to usurp activities that ultimately
need to be regulated by the communicative ideals of civil society. Under such con-

ditions, the state and the economy ‘‘develop systemic logics of their own and push
citizens into the peripheral role of mere organization members. As self-regulating

systems, economy and administration tend to close themselves off from their environ-
ments and obey only their internal imperatives of money and administrative power’’
(1992/1996, pp. 78–79, 505). As a result, Habermas argues, citizens become passive

clients of bureaucratic and commercial organizations rather than active citizens who
make efforts to participate in political will formation. Civic privatism is a deeply

entrenched reality in modern societies. But Habermas (1992/1996) continues to make
the normative argument that citizenship should amount to more than ‘‘the aggrega-

tion of prepolitical individual interests and the passive enjoyment of rights bestowed
by a paternalistic authority’’ (p. 506). Despite his arguments about the necessity of

communication relief, he cautions that political and economic steering media might
take over in too many situations that cannot be adequately coordinated through

strategic action alone. When that happens, steering media can destroy the communi-
catively achieved consensus that is essential to a properly functioning democracy.

In this broad political context, the evil twin of communication relief is a ‘‘plebi-

scitary’’ obedience that puts all decision-making powers into leaders’ hands. Echoing
Hannah Arendt, Habermas (1992/1996) warns: ‘‘The more the bonding force of

communicative action wanes in private life spheres and the embers of communica-
tive freedom die out, the easier it is for someone who monopolizes the public sphere

to align the mutually estranged and isolated actors into a mass that can be directed
and mobilized in a plebiscitarian manner’’ (p. 369). As Eley (1992) notes, when

Habermas refers to the ‘‘plebiscitary–acclamatory’’ public sphere, ‘‘he presumably
means fascism’’ (p. 303). Like communication relief mechanisms, plebiscitary polit-
ical mobilization bypasses the discursive feedback that needs to circulate between

democratic citizens and their leaders. Plebiscitary leaders may take office through
legitimate political procedures. But if civically private citizens remain politically

atomized, they effectively give those leaders the power to act without any regard
for public opinion. As in Arendt’s (1970, 1973) theory of power and her character-

izations of totalitarian societies, Habermas grounds these cautionary speculations in
his ideas of the public sphere’s intersubjective, socially interactive, and communica-

tive foundations.
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From case to case, it will always be a debatable empirical question whether
steering media and generalized communications promote private or public interests

and whether they manage to colonize or mediatize the public sphere. Although
Habermas has added various empirical refinements to his theories of democratic

communication, many of these refinements remain conceptually embryonic and
theoretically underdeveloped. Nevertheless, his concept of communication relief
adds nuance to normative theories of democratic communication. In particular, it

provides a more precise theoretical tool for identifying and disentangling mecha-
nisms of social integration (rationality) and systemic integration (power). Also, it

calls attention to conditions in which mass-mediated power claims not only interfere
with but also facilitate mutual understanding and public deliberation. Further the-

oretical and empirical explorations of these ambivalences in Habermas’s recent work
promise to open up a more expansive perspective on the democratic potentials of the

mass-mediated public sphere.

Notes

1 In Thomas McCarthy’s translation of The Theory of Communicative Action, sprachliche

Verständigung is usually rendered as ‘‘explicit communication.’’ But a phrase closer to the

original German is ‘‘linguistic agreement.’’ I use this phrase instead of McCarthy’s because

it conveys more of a contrast to steering media and generalized communications. For an

excellent account of Habermas’s sense of Verständigung, see Wood (1985, pp. 154–157).

2 It is both significant and problematic that Habermas leaves expressive aesthetic validity

claims out of this schema. Although he does not fully explain this omission, I suspect that

it might derive from the unique status of aesthetic validity claims originally defined by

Kant (1790/2000). Kant argued that, in contrast to cognitive and normative claims,

aesthetic validity claims have no conceptual content that people can explicitly commu-

nicate to one another. This perennial difficulty of defining the contents and social

functions of aesthetic discourse might also lie behind Habermas’s continued ambivalence

toward entertainment and its role in the public sphere.

3 This appears as ‘‘civil privatism’’ in Thomas McCarthy’s translation of Legitimation Crisis

and William Rehg’s translation of Between Facts and Norms. But I use ‘‘civic’’ instead,

mainly to emphasize the association with concepts like political participation and civic

engagement. Habermas (2006) recently seems to have done so himself.
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Compréhension et efficacité : 

Le concept habermassien du soulagement communicationnel 

 

Thomas Hove 

 
 

Résumé 

Ce commentaire attire l’attention sur un sujet négligé dans la réception universitaire des 

travaux de Habermas : le concept du soulagement communicationnel (communication relief). 

Dans sa récent théorie sur la sphère publique, il classifie différentes formes de médias 

nécessaires à la coordination de différents types d’action sociale. Il identifie ainsi trois formes 

médiatiques : l’accord linguistique, les médias de direction et la communication généralisée. 

Bien que les chercheurs en communication reconnaissent ses idées sur l’accord linguistique, ils 

ont négligé celles sur les médias de direction et la communication généralisée. Par conséquent, 

cette analyse se concentre surtout sur les deux dernières formes médiatiques, regroupées sous le 

concept de mécanismes de soulagement. Prolongeant les théories médiatiques de Talcott 

Parsons, Habermas identifie quatre types de mécanismes de soulagement : l’argent, le pouvoir, 

l’influence et l’engagement envers des valeurs. L’argent et le pouvoir accomplissent des 

fonctions de médias de direction qui promeuvent l’efficacité. L’influence et l’engagement envers 

des valeurs accomplissent des fonctions de communication généralisée qui promeuvent non 

seulement l’efficacité mais aussi la compréhension. Les conséquences pour les théories 

normatives de la communication démocratique de masse sont commentées. 



Verstehen und Effizienz. Das Habermas’sche  Konzept der Kommunikationserleichterung 

 

Thomas Hove 

 

Dieser Kommentar greift ein Thema auf, dass in der bisherigen wissenschaftlichen 

Auseinandersetzung mit den Arbeiten Habermas’ vernachlässigt wurde – das Konzept der 

kommunikativen Erleichterung. In seiner aktuellen Theorie der Öffentlichkeit klassifiziert er 

verschiedene Formen von Medien, die notwendig sind, um verschiedene Arten von sozialem 

Handeln zu koordinieren. Er identifiziert drei solche Medienarten: linguistische 

Übereinstimmung, Führungsmedien und generalisierte Kommunikation. Obwohl Wissenschaftler 

seinen Ideen zur linguistischen Übereinstimmung zustimmen, haben sie die Annahmen zu 

Führungsmedien und generalisierter Kommunikation bislang übersehen. Dementsprechend 

fokussiert dieser Beitrag auf diese zwei Medienformen, welche dem Konzept des 

Erleichterungsmechanismus zuzuordnen sind. In Erweiterung der Medientheorien von Talcott 

Parsons identifiziert Habermas vier Typen von Erleichterungsmechanismen: Geld, Macht, 

Einfluss und Wertebindung. Geld und Macht leisten führende Medienfunktionen, welche 

Effizienz fördern. Einfluss und Wertebindung hingegen erfüllen generalisierte 

Kommunikationsfunktionen, welche nicht nur Effizienz, sondern auch Verständnis fördern. 

Abschließend werden Schlussfolgerungen für normative Theorien der massenmedial vermittelten 

demokratischen Kommunikation diskutiert.  



La Comprensión y la Eficiencia: 

El Concepto de Comunicación de Alivio de Habermas 

Thomas Hove 

 

Resumen  

Este comentario llama la atención sobre un tema desatendido en la recepción de los 

estudiosos del trabajo de Habermas—el concepto de la comunicación de alivio. En su 

teoría reciente sobre la esfera pública, Habermas clasifica las formas diferentes de los 

medios que son necesarias para coordinar distintos tipos de acciones sociales. Él 

identifica 3 formas de los medios: acuerdos lingüísticos, la dirección de los medios, y la 

comunicación generalizada. Aún cuando los estudiosos de la comunicación reconocen 

sus ideas sobre los acuerdos lingüísticos, han pasado por alto la dirección de los medios y 

la comunicación generalizada. Por consiguiente, este análisis se enfoca más en estas dos 

últimas formas de los medios, las cuales caen bajo el concepto amplio de mecanismos de 

alivio. Extendiendo las teorías de los medios de Talcott Parsons, Habermas identifica 4 

tipos de mecanismos de alivio: dinero, poder, influencia, y valor del compromiso. El 

dinero y el poder funcionan como dirección de los medios que promueven la eficiencia. 

La influencia y el valor del compromiso funcionan como las funciones de comunicación 

general que promueven no sólo la eficiencia sino también la comprensión. Las 

implicancias para las teorías normativas de los medios masivos de comunicación 

democráticos son discutidas también. 

 
 

 



理解和效率：哈贝马斯的传播宽慰概念 

 

Thomas Hove 

佐治亚大学 

 

摘要 

 

本评论将人们的注意力引向有关哈贝马斯（Habermas）著作的一个常被忽视的领域，即

传播宽慰的概念。在他近期的公共领域理论中，他将不同的媒体形式（这些媒体形式对于

协调各种社会行为而言必不可少）划分为三类：语言性协商、导向性媒体和普遍性传播。

尽管传播学者认同哈贝马斯关于语言性协商的概念，他们忽视了其对导向性媒体和普遍性

传播的论述。因此，本文将更多的分析重点放在后两种媒体形式上，这两种媒体形式可用

一个更广泛的概念即宽慰机制来概括。哈贝马斯拓展了皮尔逊（Talcott Parsons）的媒介

理论，从而界定了四种宽慰机制：金钱、权力、影响和价值恪守。金钱和权力履行导向性

媒体功能以提高效率。影响和价值恪守执行普遍性传播功能以提高效率暨理解。文章最后

讨论了大众中介之民主传播理论的涵义。 

 



이해와 효과: 하버마스의 커뮤니케이션 안도의 개념에 관한 연구 

Thomas Hove 

 

요약 

본 에세이는 하버마스의 공헌중 관심을 받지 못한 개념인 커뮤니케이션 안도의 개념에  

대한 연구이다.  하버마스의 최근의 공론장이론에서, 그는 다른 형태의 사회적 행위를 

조정하는데 필요한 여러 미디어 형태를 분류하였다. 하버마스는 세가지 미디어 형태를 

인지하였는바, 그들은 언어적 동의, 조종적 미디어, 그리고 일반적 커뮤니케이션이다. 

비록 커뮤니케이션 학자들이 그의 언어적 동의에 관한 이념을 인지하고 있더라도, 그들은 

조종적 미디어와 일반적 커뮤니케이션에 대해서는 관심을 보이지 않아왔다. 따라서, 본 

에세이는 광범위하게 안도구조의 개념으로 분류될 수 있는 이들 두 미디어 형태에 대한 

연구이다. Talcott Parsons의 미디어 이론들을 확대하여, 하버바스는 네가지 안도 구조 

형태를 동일시하였는바, 그들은 돈, 권력, 영향력, 그리고 가치 위임이다. 돈과 권력은 

효과성을 증진하는 기능을 담당하는 조종적 미디어를 형성한다. 영향력과 가치 위임은 

효과성뿐만 아니라 이해를 증진하는 일반적 커뮤니케이션 기능을 형성한다. 대중적 

중재의 민주적 커뮤니케이션의 규범적 이론들의 함의들이 논의되었다.  
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